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10.1 ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF PROCESS 
The essential features of the compression-ignition or diesel engine combustion 
process can be summarized as follows. Fuel is injected by the fuel-injection 
system into the engine cylinder toward the end of the compression stroke, just 
before the desired start of combustion. Figures 1-17, 1-18, and 1-19 illustrate the 
major components of common diesel fuel-injection systems. The liquid fuel, 
usually injected at high velocity as one or more jets through small orifices or 
nozzles in the injector tip, atomizes into small drops and penetrates into the 
combustion chamber. The fuel vaporizes and mixes with the high-temperature 
high-pressure cylinder air. Since the air temperature and pressure are above the 
fuel's ignition point, spontaneous ignition of portions of the already-mixed fuel 
and air occurs after a delay period of a few crank angle degrees. The cylinder 
pressure increases as combustion of the fuel-air mixture occurs. The consequent 
compression of the unburned portion of the charge shortens the delay before 
ignition for the fuel and air which has mixed to within combustible limits, which 
then bums rapidly. It also reduces the evaporation time of the remaining liquid 
fuel. Injection continues until the desired amount of fuel has entered the cylinder. 
Atomization, vaporization, fuel-air mixing, and combustion continue until essen- 
tially all the fuel has passed through each process. In addition, mixing of the air 
remaining in the cylinder with burning and already burned gases continues 
throughout the combustion and expansion processes. 

a,.. 
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~iliary chamber during the latter part of the compression stroke, using a nozzle 
connecting passage that enters the auxiliary chamber tangentially, or they 

enerate intense turbulence in the prechamber through use of several small ori- 
s to the flow within the prechamber. The most common 

design of swirl chamber is the Ricardo Comet design shown in Fig. 10-2a. An 
ID1 engine to the two types listed in Table 10-1 is the air cell system. 

In that system the fuel is injected into the main chamber and not the auxiliary 
cell." The auxiliary chamber acts as a turbulence generator as gas flows into 

Cycle 2-1 Cstroke Cstroke Cstroke dstroke dstroke 
Cstroke 

Turbocharged/ TC/S TC/NA TC/NA N A f l c  N A p c  NA/TC 
supercharged/ 
naturally 10.3 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF 
aspirated COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE 

Maximum speed, 120-2100 1800-3500 2500-5000 3500-430'3 3-800 4500 COMBUSTION 
rev/min 

Bore, mm 900-150 15&100 130-80 100-80 95-70 studies of photographs of diesel engine combustion, combined with analyses of 
Strokemre 3.1-1.2 1.3-1.0 1.2-0.9 engine cylinder pressure data, have led to a widely accepted descriptive model of 
Compression 12-15 15-16 16-18 the compression-ignition engine combustion process. The concept of heat-release 

ratio 
Chamber Open or Bowl-in- Deep bowl- Deep bowl- Swirl pre- Single/ rate is important to understanding this model. It is defined as the rate at which 

shallow piston in-piston in-piston chamber mufti- the chemical energy of the fuel is released by the combustion process. It can be 
dish calculated from cylinder pressure versus crank angle data, as the energy release 

required to create the measured pressure, using the techniques described in Sec. 
10.4. The combustion model defines four separate phases of diesel combustion, 

Air-fiow Quiescent Medium High swirl Highest Very high Very turbu- 
pattern swirl each phase being controlled by different physical or chemical processes. Although 

the relative importance of each phase does depend on the combustion system 
used, and engine operating conditions, these four phases are common to all diesel 

Number of Multi Multi Single Multi Single Single 
nozzle 
holes 

Injection Very high High Medium High Lowest Lowest 
103.1 Photographic Studies of Engine Combustion 
High-speed photography at several thousand frames per second has been used 
extensively to study diesel engine combustion. Some of these studies have been 
carried out in combustisn chambers very close to those used in practice, under 
normal engine operating conditions (e.g., Refs. 1 and 2). Sequences of individual 
frames from movies provide valuable information on the nature of the com- 
bustion process in the different types of diesel engines. Figure 10-3 shows four 
combustion chamber geometries that have been studied photographically. These 
are: (a) a quiescent chamber typical of diesel engines in the 3 to 20 dm3Icylinder 
displacement used for industrial, marine, and rail traction applications (only the 

spray of the multispray combustion system could be 
igh-speed DI engine with swirl and four fuel jets centrally 

the spherical bowl in the piston crown. . "M" DI system; and (d) a Ricardo Comet V swirl 
In the smallest engine sizes, the ID1 engine has traditionally been used 

The combustion sequences were recorded on color film and show the fol- 



FIGURE 9-1 

FIGURE 10-3 
Four diesel combustion chambers used to obtain photographs of the compression-ignition com- 
bustion process shown in Fig. 10-4 on color plate: (a) quiescent DI chamber; (b) multihole n o d e  DI 
chamber with swirl: on p. 499; (c) M.A.N. "M" DI chamber; (d) Ricardo Comet ID1 swirl chamber.'-' 

Fuel spray@). The fuel droplets reflect light from spot lamps and define the 
extent of the liquid fuel spray prior to complete vaporization. 

PremixedJlame. These regions are of too low a luminosity to be recorded 
with the exposure level used. The addition of a copper additive dope to the fuel 
gives these normally blue flames a green color bright enough to render them 
visible. 

Difusionjame. The burning high-temperature carbon particles in this flame 
provide more than adequate luminosity and appear as yellow-white. As the flame 
cools, the radiation from the particles changes color through orange to red. 

Over-rich mixture. The appearance of a brown region, usually surrounded 
by a white diffusion flame, indicates an excessively rich mixture region where 
substantial soot particle production has occurred. Where this fuel-rich soot-laden 
cloud contacts unburned air there is a hot white diffusion flame. 

Table 10.2 summarizes the characteristics of these different regions, discernable in 
the photographs shown in Fig. 10-4 on the color plate. 
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Figure 10-4a shows a sequence of photographs from one combustion event 
of the single spray, burning under conditions typical of a large quiescent DI 
engine. The fuel spray is shown penetrating into the chamber. Ignition occurs at 
-8' in the fuel-air mixture left behind on the edge of the spray not far from the 
injector. The flame then spreads rapidly (-7') along the outside of the spray to 
the spray t ip  Here some of the fuel, which has had a long residena time in the 
chamber, burns with a blue-green low-luminosity flame (colored green by the 
copper fuel additive). The flame engulfing the remainder of the spray is brilliant 
white-yellow from the b u r ~ n g  of the soot particles which have been formed in 

FIGURE 10-4 (On Color Plate, facing this page) 
Squena  of photogapha from high-speed movies taken in special vsudimtion diesel en&= shown 
in Fig. 10-3: (a) combustion of single spray burning under large DI engine conditions; (b) combustion 
of four sprays in DI engine with counterc1ockwise swirl; (c) combustion of sinde spray in M.A.N. 
'M" DI diesel; (4 combustion in prechamber (on left) and main chambr (on right) in Rirsrdo 
Comet ID1 swid chamber diesel. 1250 rev/min, imep = 827 kPa (120 lb/in2)1.2 (Courtesy Ricardo 
Consulting Engineers.) 
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TABLE 10.2 
Interpretation of diesel engine combustion color photographs1 formed by the richer mixture. Flame propagation back to the injector follows 

rapidly and at TC the bowl is filled with flame. At 5' ATC the flame 
cdor ~nterpret.tion spreads out over the piston crown toward the cylinder wall due to combustion- 

Background; the gas (air m early gas expansion and the reverse squish flow (see Sec. 8.4). The brown Grey 
stages, wmbushon products later) (13") are soot-laden fuel-rich mixture originating from the fuel which 
IS transparent and not glowing impinges on the wall. The last frame (30" ATC) shows the gradual diminution of 

Green Early in combustion process; low the soot-particle-laden regions as they mix with the excess air and burn up. The 
luminosity "premixed "-type flame, last dull-red flame visible on the film is at about 75" ATC, well into the expansion 
rendered visible by copper added to 
fuel. Later; burned gas above 
about 1800•‹C Figure 10-4c shows the combustion sequence for the M.A.N. " M "-type DI 

Carbon particle burnup m diausion engine. In the version of the system used for these experiments, the fuel was White, and yellow-white 
flame, 2~0-2500•‹C injected through a two-hole nozzle which produces a main jet directed tangen- 

Yellow, orange-red Carbon burnup in diffusion flame tially onto the walls of the spherical cup in the piston crown, and an auxiliary 
at lower temperatures; last visible spray which mixes a small fraction of the fuel directly with the swirling air flow. 
in film at 1000•‹C More recent " M" systems use a pintle nozzle with a single variable orifice.3 At 

Brown soot clouds from very fuel-rich - 5" the fuel spray is about halfway round the bowl. Ignition has just occurred of 
mixture regions. Where these meet fuel adjacent to the wall which has mixed sufficiently with air to burn. The flame 
rur (grey) there is always a white 
fringe of hot flame spreads rapidly (-2", 1") to envelop the fuel spray, and is convected round the 

cup by the high swirl air flow. By shortly after TC the flame has filled the bowl 
and is spreading out over the piston crown. A soot cloud is seen near the top 
right of the picture at 5" ATC which spreads out around the circumference of the 
enflamed region. There is always a rim of flame between the soot cloud and the 

the fuel-rich spray core. At this stage (-lo), about 60 percent of the fuel has been cylinder liner as excess air is mixed into the flame zone (10.5"). The flame is of the 
injected. The remainder is injected into this enflamed region, producing a very carbon-burning type throughout; little premixed green flame is seen even at the 
fuel-rich zone apparent as the dark brown cloud (11"). This soot cloud moves to beginning of the combustion process. 
the outer region of the chamber (11" to 20"); white-yellow flame activity con- Figure 10-4d shows the combustion sequence in a swirl chamber ID1 engine 
tinues near the injector, probably due to combustion of ligaments of fuel which of the Ricardo Comet V design. The swirl chamber (on the left) is seen in the view 
issued from the injector nozzle as the injector needle was seating. combustion of the lower drawing of Fig. 10-3d (with the connecting passageway entering the 
continues well into the expansion stroke (31•‹C). swirl chamber tangentially at the bottom left to produce clockwise swirl). The 

 hi^ sequence shows that fuel distribution is always highly nonuniform main chamber is seen in the plan view of the upper drawing of Fig. 10-3d. Two 
during the combustion process in this type of DI engine. Also the air which is sprays emerge from the Pintaux nozzle after the start of injection at - 11". The 
between the individual fuel sprays of the quiescent open-chamber diesel mixes smaller auxiliary spray which is radial is sharply deflected by the high swirl. 
with each burning spray relatively slowly, contributing to the Poor air utilization Frame 1 shows how the main spray follows the contour of the chamber; the 
with this type of combustion chamber. auxiliary spray has evaporated and can no longer be seen. The first flame occurs 

Figure 1 0 4  shows a combustion sequence from the DI engine with swirl at -1" in the vaporized fuel from the auxiliary spray and is a green premixed 
(the chamber shown in Fig. 10-3b). The inner circle corresponds to the deep bowl flame. The flame then spreads to the main spray (TC), becoming a yellow-white 
in the piston crown, the outer circle to the cylinder liner. The fuel sprays (of carbon-particle-burning flame with a green fringe. At 4" ATC the swirl chamber 
which two are visible without obstruction from the injector) first appear at - 13". appears full of carbon-burning flame, which is being blown down the throat and 
~t -70 they have reached the wall of the bowl; the tips of the sprays have ken into the recesses in the piston crown by the combustion generated pressure rise in 
deflected slightly by the anticlockwise swirl. The frame at -3" shows the first the prechamber. The flame jet impinges on the piston recesses entraining the air 
ignition. ~ r i ~ h t  luminous flame zones are visible, one on each spray. Out by the in the main chamber, leaving green patches where all carbon is burned out (4", 
bowl walls, where fuel vapor has been blown around by the swirl, larger greenish 11•‹, 15"). A brown soot cloud is emerging from the throat. By 15" ATC this soot 
burning regions indicating the presence of premixed flame can be seen. The fuel cloud has spread around the cylinder, with a bright yellow-white flame at its 
downstream of each spray is next to ignite, burning yehw-white due to the soot periphery. This soot then finds excess air and burns up, while the yellow-white 
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flame becomes yellow and then orange-red as the gases cool on expansion. 
38" ATC most of the flame is burnt out. 

Magnified color photographs of the flame around a single fuel spray un ical data for cylinder pressure (p), fuel-injector needle-lift, 
conditions typical of a direct-injection diesel engine, shown ina~ ig .  10-5 on e nozzle gallery through the compression and expansion 
color plate, provide additional insight into the compression-ignition and flame. kes of a direct-injection diesel. The engine had central fuel injection through a 
development processes.4 These photographs were obtained in a rapid compres. disc-shaped bowl-in-piston combustion chamber. The rate 
sion machine: this device is a cylinder-piston apparatus in which air is rapidly of fuel injection can be obtained from the fuel-line pressure, cylinder pressure, 
compressed by moving the piston to temperatures and pressures similar to those geometry, and needle-lift profiles by considering the injector as one or 
in the diesel engine combustion chamber at the time of injection. A single fuel more flow  restriction^;^ it is similar in phasing and comparable in shape to the 
spray was then injected into the disc-shaped combustion chamber. The air flow needle-lift profile. There is a delay of 9" between the start of injection and start of 
prior to compression was forced to swirl around the cylinder axis and much of combustion [identified by the change in slope of the p(8) curve]. The pressure 
that swirl remains after compression. rises rapidly for a few crank angle degrees, then more slowly to a peak value 

Figure 10-5a shows a portion of the liquid fuel spray (which appears black about 5" after TC. Injection continues after the start of combustion. A rate-of- 
due to back lighting) and the rapidly developing flame 0.4 ms after ignition heat-release diagramt from the same study, corresponding to this rate of fuel 
occurs. Ignition commences in the fuel vapor-air mixture region, set up by the jet injection and cylinder pressure data, is shown in Fig. 10-7. The general shape of 
motion and swirling air flow, away from the liquid core of the spray. In this the rate-of-heat-release curve is typical of this type of DI engine over its load and 
region the smaller fuel droplets have evaporated in the hot air atmosphere that speed range. The heat-release-rate diagram shows negligible heat release until 
surrounds them and mixed with sufficient air for combustion to occur. Notice toward the end of compression when a slight loss of heat during the delay period 
that the fuel vapor concentration must be nonuniform; combustion apparently (which is due to heat transfer to the walls and to fuel vaporization and heating) is 
occurs around small "lumps" of mixture of the appropriate composition and 
temperature. Figure 10-5b shows the same flame at a later time, 3.2 ms after 
ignition. The flame now surrounds most of the liquid spray core. Its irregular 
boundary reflects the turbulent character of the fuel spray and its color variation 
indicates that the temperature and composition in the flame region are not 
uniform. 

Figure 10-5c shows a portion of this main flame region enlarged to show its 
internal structure. A highly convoluted flame region is evident, which has a 
similar appearance to a gaseous turbulent diffusion flame. The major portion of 
the diesel engine flame has this character, indicative of the burning of fuel vapor- 
air pockets or lumps or eddies of the appropriate composition. Only at the end of 
the combustion process is there visible evidence of individual fuel droplets 
burning with an envelope flame. Figure 10-5d shows the same region of the com- 
bustion chamber as Fig. 10-5c, but at the end of the burning process well after 
injection has been completed. A few large droplets are seen burning with individ- I I I I I I I I I  FIGURE 10-6 

-80 -60 -40 -20 TC 20 40 60 80 Cylinder pressure p, injector needle lift I,, and ual droplet flames. It is presumed that such large drops were formed at the end of injection-system fuel-line pressure p,, as functions of 
the injection process as the injector nozzle was closing. Crank angle, deg crank angle for small DI diesel engine.5 

FIGURE 10-5 (On Color Plate, facing page 498) i The heat-release rate plotted here is the net heat-release rate (see Sec. 10.4). It is the sum of the 
Photographs from high-speed movie of single fuel spray injected into a swirling air flow in a rapid- change of sensible internal energy of the cylinder gases and the work done on the piston. It differs 
compression machine. (a) Spray and flame 0.4 ms after ignition; scale on right in millimetm3. from the rate of fuel energy released by combustion by the heat transferred to the combustion 
(b) Flame surrounding spray 3.2 ms after ignition. (c) Magnified photograph of main portion of M e .  chamber walls. The heat loss to the walls is 10 to 25 percent of the fuel heating value in smaller 
(d) Individual droplet burning late in combustion process after injection completed. Air temperatm engines; it is Ias in larger engine sizes. This net heat release can be used as an indicator of actual heat 
-MO0C. 50 mg fuel injected.' (Courtesy Professor M. Ogasawma, Osaka Uniwsity.) release when the heat loss is small. 
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evident. During the combustion process the burning proceeds in three 
guishable stages. In the first stage, the rate of burning is generally very hi 
lasts for only a few crank angle degrees. It corresponds to the period 
cylinder pressure rise. The second stage corresponds to a period of 
decreasing heat-release rate (though it initially may rise to a second, lo 
as in Fig. 10-7). This is the main heat-release period and lasts about 
mally about 80 percent of the total fuel energy is released in the first two periods. 
The third stage corresponds to the "tail" of the heat-release diagram in which a 
small but distinguishable rate of heat release persists throughout much of the 
expansion stroke. The heat release during this period usually amounts to about 
20 percent of the total fuel energy. 

From studies of rate-of-injection and heat-release diagrams such as those in 
Fig. 10-7, over a range of engine loads, speeds, and injection timings, Lyn6 devel- 
oped the following summary observations. First, the total burning period is much 
longer than the injection period. Second, the absolute burning rate increases pro- 
portionally with increasing engine speed; thus on a crank angle basis, the Crank angle, deg 
burning interval remains essentially constant. Third, the magnitude of the initial 
peak of the burning-rate diagram depends on the ignition delay period, being 
higher for longer delays. These considerations, coupled with engine combustion Schematic of relationship between rate of fuel injection and rate of fuel burning or energy release.6 

photographic studies, lead to the following model for diesel combustion. 
Figure 10-8 shows schematically the rate-of-injection and rate-of-burning mixture (the shaded region in Fig. 10-8) is then added to the mixture which 

diagrams, where the injected fuel as it enters the combustion chamber has been becomes ready for burning after the end of the delay period, producing the high 
divided into a number of elements. The first element which enters mixes with air initial rate of burning as shown. Such a heat-release profile is generally observed 
and becomes "ready for burning" (i.e., mixes to within combustible limits), as with this type of naturally aspirated DI diesel engine. Photographs (such as those 
shown conceptually by the lowest triangle along the abscissa in the rate-of- in Fig. 10-4a and b) show that up to the heat-release-rate peak, flame regions of 
burning figure. While some of this fuel mixes rapidly with air, part of it will mix low green luminosity are apparent because the burning is predominantly of the 
much more slowly. The second and subsequent elements will mix with air in a premixed part of the spray. After the peak, as the amount of premixed mixture 
similar manner, and the total "ready-for-burning" diagr'm, enclosed by the available for burning decreases and the amount of fresh mixture mixed to be 
dashed line, is obtained. The total area of this diagram is equal to that of the "ready for burning" increases, the spray burns essentially as a turbulent diffusion 
rate-of-injection diagram. Ignition does not occur until after the delay period is flame with high yellow-white or orange luminosity due to the presence of carbon 
over, however. At the ignition point, some of the fuel already injected has mixed 
with enough air to be within the combustible limits. That "premixed" fuel-air To summarize, the following stages of the overall compression-ignition 

diesel combustion process can be defined. They are identified on the typical heat- 
release-rate diagram for a DI engine in Fig. 10-9. - 10 

Ignition delay (ab). The period between the start of fuel injection into the 
combustion chamber and the start of combustion [determined from the change 
in slope on the p-8 diagram, or from a heat-release analysis of the p(8) data, or 
from a luminosity detector]. 

Cylinder pressure p, rate of fuel Premixed or rapid combustion phase (bc). In this phase, combustion of the 
injection $,, and net heat- fuel which has mixed with air to within the flammability limits during the igni- 
release rate 0, calculated from P tion delay period occurs rapidly in a few crank angle degrees. When this burning 
for small DI diesel engine, mixture is added to the fuel which becomes ready for burning and bums during 
1000 revlmin, normal injection this phase, the high heat-release rates characteristic of this phase result. 

Crank angle, deg timing, bmep = 620 kPa.' 
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Injection the relative importance of these crevices. Thus crevices increase heat transfer 
and contain a nonnegligible fraction of the cylinder charge at conditions that 
are different from the rest of the combustion chamber. 

Due to difficulties in dealing with these problems, both sophisticated 
of analysis and more simple methods give only approximate answers. 

-' I- Time- -U I- Time- 
Ignition 
&lay 6) 

FIGURE 10-10 10.4.1 Combustion Efficiency 
Schematic injection-rate and burning-rate diagrams in three different types of naturally aspirated 
diesel system: (a) DI engine with central multihole nozzk; (b) DI "M"-type engine with ~n both heat-release and fuel mass burned estimations, an important factor is the 
fuel injected on wall; (c) ID1 swirl chamber engine. Mechanisms A, B, and C defined in text.6 completeness of combustion. Air utilization in diesels is limited by the onset of 

black smoke in the exhaust. The smoke is soot particles which are mainly carbon. 
10.4 ANALYSIS OF CYLINDER While smoke and other incomplete combustion products such as unburned 
PRESSURE DATA hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide represent a combustion inefficiency, the 

magnitude of that inefficiency is small. At full load conditions, if only 0.5 percent 
Cylinder pressure versus crank angle data over the compression and expansion of the fuel supplied is present in the exhaust as black smoke, the result would be 
strokes of the engine operating cycle can be used to obtain quantitative informa- unacceptable. Hydrocarbon emissions are the order of or less than l percent of 
tion on the progress of combustion. Suitable methods of analysis which yield the the fuel. The fuel energy corresponding to the exhausted carbon monoxide is 
rate of release of the fuel's chemical energy (often called heat release), or rate of about 0.5 percent. Thus, the combustion inefficiency [Eq. (4.69)] is usually less 
fuel burning, through the diesel engine combustion process will now be described. than 2 percent; the combustion efficiency is usually greater than about 98 percent 
The methods of analysis are similar to those described in Sec. 9.2.2 for spark- (see Fig. 3-9). While these emissions are important in terms of their air-pollution 
ignition engines and start with the first law of thermodynamics for an open impact (see Chap. ll), from the point of view of energy conversion it is a good 
system which is quasi static (i.e., uniform in pressure and temperature). The first approximation to regard combustion and heat release as essentially complete. 
law for such a system (see Fig. 9-1 1) is 

10.4.2 Direct-Injection Engines 

where dQldt is the heat-transfer rate across the system boundary into the system, For this type of engine, the cylinder contents are a single open system. The only 
p(dV/dt) is the rate of work transfer done by the system due to system boundaq mass flows across the system boundary (while the intake and exhaust valves are 
displacement, rit, is the mass flow rate into the system across the system boundary closed) are the fuel and the crevice flow.' An approach which incorporates the 
at location i (flow out of the system would be negative), hi is the enthalpy of flux i crevice flow has been described in Sec. 9.2.2; crevice flow effects will be omitted 
entering or leaving the system, and U is, the energy of the material contained 

here. Equation (10.1) therefore becomes 

inside the system boundary. -- dQ dV dU 
The following problems make the application of this equation to diesel P -+mfhf=-  dt dt (10.2) 

combustion difficult: Two common methods are used to obtain combustion infomation from 
1. Fuel is injected into the cylinder. Liquid fuel is added to the cylinder which pressure data using Eq. (10.2). In both approaches, the cylinder contents are 

vaporizes and mixes with air to produce a fuellair ratio distribution which is assumed to be at a uniform temperature at each instant in time during the com- 
nonunifom and varies with time. The process is not quasi static. bustion Process. One method yields fuel energy- or heat-release rate; the other 

2. The composition of the burned gases (also nonuniform) is not known. method yields a fuel mass burning rate. The term apparent is often used to 
3. The accuracy of available correlations for predicting heat transfer in diesel describe these quantities since both are approximations to the real quantities 

which cannot be determined exactly. 
engines is not well defined (see Chap. 12). 

4. Crevice regions (such as the volumes between the piston, rings, and cylinder HEAT-RELEASE ANALYSIS. If U and hf in Eq. (10.2) are taken to be the sensible 
wall) constitute a few percent of the clearance volume. The gas in the& regions internal energy of the cylinder contents and the sensible enthalpy of the injected 
is cooled to close to the wall temperature, increasing its density and, therefore, 
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fuel, respectively,? then dQ/dt becomes the difference between the chemical 
energy or heat released by combustion of the fuel (a positive quantity) and the 
heat transfer from the system (in engines, the heat transfer is from the system and 
by thermodynamic convention is a negative quantity). Since ha,, z 0, E ~ .  (10.2) 
becomes 

dQ, dQch dQht dV dUa ------ - 
dt dt dt -Pd t+d t  

The apparent net heat-release rate, dQ Jdt, which is the difference between the FIGURE 10-11 

apparent gross heat-release rate dQ,,Jdt and the heat-transfer rate to the walls Gross and net heat-release profile during corn- 
bustion, for a turbocharged DI diesel engine in mid- 

dQ,Jdt, equals the rate at which work is done on the piston plus the rate of load, mid-speed range, showing relative magnitude 
change of sensible internal energy of the cylinder contents. 0 of heat transfer, crevice, and fuel vaporization and 

~f we further assume that the contents of the cylinder can be modeled as an crank angle, deg ATC heatup effects. 

ideal gas, then Eq. (10.3) becomes 
dQ" dV -= dT 

P d t + m c u -  and (3) the effects of the crevice regions. These additional phenomena must be 
dt dt dealt with at an equivalent level of accuracy for more complex heat-release 

From the ideal gas law, pV = mRT, with R assumed constant, it follows that models to be worth while. For many engineering applications, Eq. (10.6) is ade- 
quate for diesel engine combustion analysis. 

dp dV dT - + = -  Additional insight can be obtained by incorporating a model for the largest 
P V T  of the effects omitted from Eq. (10.6), the heat transfer dQ,Jdt (see Chap. 12); we 

Equation (10.5) can be used to eliminate T from Eq. (10.4) to give thereby obtain a close approximation to the gross heat-release rate. The integral 
of the gross heat-release rate over the complete combustion process should then 

dV cu dp 
dO.=(l+z)ph+ii~;i ;  

equal (to within a few percent only, since the analysis is not exact) the mass of 
dt fuel injected m, times the fuel lower heating value QLHv: i.e., 

-=- dV 1 dp dQ. 7 p-+- or V- dt y - 1  dt y - 1  dt (10.7) 
Here 7 is the ratio of specific heats, cdc,. An appropriate range for Y for diesel Of course, Eqs. (10.1) to (10.4), (10.6), and (10.7) also hold with crank angle 8 as 
heat-release analysis is 1.3 to 1.35; Eq. (10.6) is often used with a constant value the independent variable instead of time t. 
of within this range. More specifically, we would expect Y for diesel engine Figure 10-11 illustrates the relative magnitude of gross and net heat release, 
heat-release analysis to have values appropriate to air at end-of-com~ression- heat transfer, crevice effects, and heat of vaporization and heating up of the fuel 
stroke temperatures prior to combustion (z 1.35) and to burned gases at the for a turbocharged DI diesel engine operating in the mid-load, mid-speed range. 
overall equivalence ratio following combustion (% 1.26-1.3). The appropriate The net heat release is the gross heat release due to combustion, less the heat 
values for during combustion which will give most accurate heat-release infor- transfer to the walls, crevice effects, and the effect of fuel vaporization and heatup 
mation are not well defined.'. a (which was omitted above by neglecting the mass addition term in dUldt). This 

More complete methods of heat-release analysis based on Eq. (10.2) have last term is sufficiently small to be neglected. The enthalpy of vaporization of 
been proposed and used. These use more sophisticated models for the gas P r o p -  diesel fuel is less than 1 percent of its heating value; the energy change associated 
ties before, during, and after combustion, and for heat transfer and crevice with heating up fuel vapor from injection temperature to typical compression air 
effects.8 However, it is also necessary to deal with the additional issues of: (1) temperatures is about 3 percent of the fuel heating value. The heat transfer inte- 
mixture nonuniformity (fuellair ratio nonuniformity and b ~ r n e d  and unburned gated over the duration of the combustion period is 10 to 25 percent of the total 
gas nonunifo-ties); (2) accuracy of any heat-transfer model used (see Chap. 12); 

FUEL MASS BURNING RATE ANALYSIS. If the internal energies of the fuel, air, 
t That is, u = U, = U(T) - U(298 K) and hf = h,,r = h/(T) - hr (298 K); see Sw. 5.5 for definition. and burned gases in Eq. (10.1) are evaluated relative to a consistent datum (such 
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as that described in Sec. 4.5.2), then this equation can be used to obtain an -I 8 
ent fuel mass burning rate from cylinder pressure versus crank angle data. 
such a species energy datum the "heat release" is properly  counted for - 7 

internal energy and enthalpy terms.) Following Krieger and B ~ r m a n , ~  E 
can be written as 

d dV dQ dm - ( m u ) =  - p - + - + h  
dt dt dt dt Cylinder pressure p and fuel mass 

Here Q is the heat transfer to the gas within the combustion chamber (that is, - burning rate calculated from p, as 

Q = -Q,,,), m is the mass within the combustion chamber, and dm/dt has been a function of crank angle, using 

substituted for m, . 160 TC 200 220 240 260 for DI diesel engme at 3200 rev/ 
Since the properties of the gases in the cylinder during combustion crank angle, deg min and full load. 

(assumed to be uniform and in chemical equilibrium at the pressure p and 
average temperature T )  are in general a function of p, T ,  and the equivalence 
ratio 4 ,  Equation (10.12) can be solved numerically for m(t) given m,, 4 , ,  At), and appro- 

u = u(T, p, +) and R = R(T, P, 4)  $ate models for the working fluid properties (see Sec. 4.7) and for the heat- 
transfer term dQ/dt (see Chap. 12). 

Therefore Figure 10-12 shows cylinder pressure data for an open chamber DI diesel 
du au d~ a~ dp au d 4  and fuel mass burning rate drnldtl calculated from that data using the above 
---- +--+-- 
dt - aT dt ap dt a4 dt 

method. The heat-transfer model of Annand was used (see Sec. 12.4.3). The result 
obtained is an apparent fuel mass burning rate. It is best interpreted, after multi- 

dR aR dT aR dp aR d 4  +--+-- plying by the heating value of the fuel, as the fuel chemical-energy or heat- ---- - 
dt aT dt ap dt a4 dt release rate. The actual fuel burning rate is unknown because not all the fuel 

"bums" with sufficient air available locally to produce products of complete 
combustion. About 60 percent of the fuel has bumed in the first one-third of the 

1 + ( F l 4 0  total combustion period. The integral of the fuel mass burning rate over the 

= 40 + (g - l )  (F/Als combustion process should equal the total fuel mass burned; in this case it is 3 
percent less than the total fuel mass injected. Note that chemical energy con- 

d 4  1 + (FIA), dm -- - tinues to be released well into the expansion process. The accuracy of this type of 
and - dt (F/A),m0 dt calculation then decreases, however, since errors in estimating heat transfer sig- 

nificantly affect the apparent fuel burning rate. 
(F/A)  is the fuellair ratio; the subscript 0 denotes the initial value prior to fuel Krieger and Borman also camed out sensitivity analyses for the critical injection and the subscript s denotes the stoichiometric value. It then follows that assumptions and variables. They found that the effect of dissociation of the 

1 dm - (RT/VxdV/dt)  - (au/apXdp/dt) + (llmXdQ/dt) - CB (lo.1q product gases was negligible. This permits a substantial simplification of Eq. --- - 
rn dt - h, + o(aula4) - cc1+ ~ D / R X ~ R / W ) I  (10.12). With no dissociation, u = u(T, 4) ,  and R = RIM can be taken as con- 

stant, since the molecular weight M changes little. Then 
where dm C1 f ( cD/R) lddv /d t )  + ( cQ/R)Wp/d t )  - (dQldf) (lo.l3l i d p  1 a ~ d p  1 dl /  -= B = - - - - - - + - -  h, + (C J R X ~ V I ~ )  - u - o ( a ~ / a + )  

dt R ap dt v dt 
where D, as before, is C 1  + (F/A)olm/[(F/A), m,]. Given the uncertainties inherent 

T(au/aT) 
C =  in the heat-transfer model and the neglect of nonuniformities and crevices, Eq. 

1 + (TIRXaRlaT) (10.13) represents an adequate level of sophistication. 

C 1  + (FIA)olm 
The other sensitivity variations studied by Krieger and Borman were: shift- 

D = ing of the phasing of the pressure data 2" forward and 2" backward; translating 
V I A ) ,  mo the pressure data f 34 kPa (5  lb/in2); changing the heat transfer +50 percent; 

Also, 
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Caiculated net heat-release-rate profiles for ID1 diesel engine at constant load (0.29 5 4 i; 0.32). (a) 
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S 
6i o m  - 

p, + Ap then Eq. (10.18) becomes 
I I 0 I 

3 2 - 2  
J 

- dV1 Vi + v2  PI v2 ~(AP) -40 0 40 80 120 
P l d t + y - - l d t  7 - 1  dt 

-40 0 40 80 120 
dt 7 - 1  Crank angle, deg Crank angle, deg 

If the last term is omitted, Eq. (10.19) is identical to Eq. (10.6) derived for the DI FIGURE 10-15 (a) 
(b) 

diesel. Since the term V(dp,/dt)/(y - 1) is much larger than the first term on the Calculated gross heat-release rates in Il)I swirl-chamber diesel enpine at full load. 1 prechamber heat 
right-hand side of Eq. (10.19) during the early stages of the combustion process, release. 2 Main chamber heat relcaec. Top figures: integrated heat release. httorn figures: heat- 
the error involved in omitting the last term is given to a good approximation by retease rate. (a) 1320 rev/min; (b) 2800 rev/min.1•‹ 
[V2/(Vl + V,)]d(Ap)/dp,. In the initial stages of combustion this error can be quite 
large (of order 0.25 based on data in Ref. 10 close to TC). Later in the corn- 10-15. For this particular engine, at low engine speeds two-thirds of the heat 
bustion process it becomes negligible (of order a few percent after 20" ATC)." release Occurs in the prechamber; at higher engine speeds about two-thirds of the 
Thus, neglecting Ap will lead to errors in predicting the initial heat-release rate. heat release occurs in the main chamber. 
The magnitude of the error will depend on the design of the combustion chamber 
and on engine speed and load (with more restricted passageways, higher loads 105 FUEL SPRAY BEHAVIOR 
and speeds, giving higher values of Ap and, therefore, greater error). Later in the 
combustion process the error is much less, so integrated heat-release data derived 105.1 Fuel Injection 
ignoring Ap will show a smaller error. The fuel is introduced into the cylinder of a diesel engine through a nozzle with a 

A model analogous to the above, but using the approach of Krieger and large Pressure differential across the nozzle orifice. The cylinder pressure at injec- 
 orm man^ (see Sec. 10.4.2), for the ID1 diesel has been developed and used by tion is t ~ ~ i c a l l y  in the range 50 to 100 atm. Fuel injection pressures in the range 
Watson and ~ame1.l' The energy conservation equation for an open system 200 to 1700 atm are used depending on the engine size and type of combustion 
developed in Sec. 14.2.2, with energy and enthalpy modeled using a consistent system employed. These large pressure differences across the injector nozzle are 
datum (see Sec. 4.5.2), with appropriate models for convective and radiation heat required so that the injected liquid fuel jet will enter the chamber at sufficiently 
transfer and for gas properties, was applied to the main chamber and also to the (1) atomize into small-sized droplets to enable rapid evaporation 
prechamber. These equations were solved using accurately measured main e the combustion chamber in the time available and fully utilize 
chamber and prechamber pressure data to determine the apparent rate of heat 
release (here, the rate of fuel burning multiplied by the fuel heating value) in the Examples of common diesel fuel-injection systems were described briefly in 
main chamber and prechambers through the combustion process. The engine was Set. 1-7 and illustrated in Figs. 1-17 to 1-19. (See also Refs. 12 and 13 for more 
a Ricardo Comet swirl chamber ID1 design. Some results are shown in Fig. 
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extensive descriptions of diesel fuel-injection systems.) The task of the 
injection system is to meter the appropriate quantity of fuel for 
speed and load to each cylinder, each cycle, and inject that fuel at the appr Delivery-valve holder 

time in the cycle at the desired rate with the spray configuration required 
particular combustion chamber employed. It is important that inj 
and end cleanly, and avoid any secondary injections. 

To accomplish this task, fuel is usually drawn from the fuel tank by a 
supply pump, and forced through a filter to the injection pump. The injection 
pump sends fuel under pressure to the nozzle pipes which carry fuel to the injec- 
tor nozzles located in each cylinder head. Excess fuel goes back 
Figures 1-17 and 1-19 show two common versions of fuel systems u 
multicylinder engines in the 20 to 100 kW per cylinder brake power ran 
operate with injection pressures between about 300 and 1200 atm. Plunger control arm 

In-line injection pumps (Fig. 1-17) are used in en 
per cylinder maximum power range. They contain a pl 
for each engine cylinder. Each plunger is raised by a cam on th 
and is forced back by the plunger return spring. The plunger st 
plunger fits sufficiently accurately within the barrel to seal without ad 
sealing elements, even at high pressures and low speeds. The amount 
delivered is altered by varying the effective plunger stroke. This is achieve 
means of a control rod or rack, which moves in the pump ho through the fuel-injection pump.14 Such pumps are driven by an auxiliary 
the plunger via a ring gear or linkage lever on the control on the engine camshaft. Also used extensively on larger engines are unit injectors 
chamber above the plunger is always connected with the chamber below where the Pump and injector nozzle are combined into a single unit. An example 
plunger helix by a vertical groove or bore in the pl of a unit injector and its driving mechanism used on a large two-stroke cycle 
the plunger helix exposes the intake port @ort 0 diesel engine is shown in Fig. 10-17. Fuel, supplied to the injector through a 
plunger chamber with the suction gallery. When t fuel-distributing manifold, enters the cavity or plunger chamber ahead of the 
rotational position of the plunger. In the case of a lower plunger through a metering orifice. When fuel is to be injected, the cam via the 
starts (port closing) at the same time, but ends sooner or 1 r d ~ e r  arm pushes down the plunger, closing the metering orifice and compres- 
rotational position of the plunger. With a pl sing the fuel, causing it to flow through check valves and discharge into the 
&sing (start of delivery) not port opening is cont cylinder through the injector nozzles or orifices. The amount of fuel injected is 
by rotating the plunger. Figure 1-18 illustrates how the ~ntrol led by the rack, which controls the spill of fuel into the fuel drain manifold 
fuel delivery.14 by rotating the plunger with its helical relief section via the gear. 

~istributor-type fuel-injection pumps (such as that illustrated in Fig. 1-1 The most important part of the injection system is the nozzle. Examples of 
are normally used in multicylinder engines wi different nozzle types and a nozzle holder assembly are shown in Fig. 1-18. The 
maximum power with injection pressures up to 750 atm. nodes shown are fluid-controlled needle valves where the needle is forced 
one plunger and barrel. The pump plunger is made to describe a combined rota against the valve seat by a spring. The pressure of the fuel in the pressure 
and stroke movement by the rotating cam plate. The fuel chamber above the nozzle aperture opens the nozzle by the axial force it exerts 
each injection nozzle in turn by this plunger which si On the conical surface of the nozzle needle. Needle valves are used to prevent 
distributor. such units are more compact and cheaper than in-li dribble from the nodes  when injection is not occurring. It is important to keep 
cannot achieve such high injection pressures. The distributor-ty the volume of fuel left between the needle and nozzle orifies (the sac volume) as 
pump is combined with the automatic timing device, governor, and as possible to Prevent any fuel flowing into the cylinder after injection is 
to form a single unit. Over, to control hydrocarbon emissions (see Sec. 11.4.4). Multihole nozzles are 

Single-barrel injection pumps are used on small one- used with most direct-injection systems; the M.A.N. " M " system usex a single- 
diesel engines, as well as large engines with outputs of more than 100 kW node .  Pintle mxdes, where the needle projects into and through the nozzle 
cylinder. Figure 10-16 shows the layout of the injection system and a set are used in indirectinjection engine systems. The shape of the i n  on the 
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Electronic unit injector 

ectronically controlled unit fuel-injection system.16 

ovides an extensive reference list of 
driving mechanism, typically used in large diesel engines." of the injection rate through the 

pressure upstream of the injector 
assuming the flow through each 

end of the nozzle needle controls the spray pattern and fuel-delivery character- ne dimensional, the mass flow rate of 
istics. Auxiliary nozzle holes are sometimes used to produce an auxiliary smaller 
spray to aid ignition and starting. Open nozzle orifices, without a needle, are also 
used. mf = CD A n d m  (10.20) 

The technology for electronic control of injection is now available. In an 
electronic injector, such as that shown in Fig. 10-18, a solenoid operated control discharge coefficient, pf the fuel 
valve performs the injection timing and metering functions in a fashion analo- nozzle. If the pressure drop across 
gous to the ports and helices of the mechanical injector. Solenoid valve closure e nozzle and the nozzle open area are essentially constant during the injection 
initiates pressurization and injection, and opening causes injection pressure decay iod, the mass of fuel injected is then 

and end of injection. Duration of valve closure determines the quantity of fuel 
injected. The unit shown uses camshaft/rocker arm driven plungers to generate 

A8 
my = C D  A ~ ~ Z G  (10.21) 

the injection pressure, and employs needle-valve nozzles of conventional design. 
Increased flexibility in fuel metering and timing and simpler injector mechanical e degrees and N is engine speed. 
design are important advantages.16 ence of injected amounts of fuel 

Accurate predictions of fuel behavior within the injection system require 

FIGURE 10-17 
Unit fuel injector and its 
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FIGURE 10-20 
Shadowgraph and back-illuminated pho- 
tographs of evaporating spray injected into 
nitrogen at 3.4 MPa and 670 K in rapid- 
compression machine. Times in milliseconds 
an? after start of injection: injection duration 
3.3 ms. Top (shadowgraph) photographs 
show full vapor and liquid region. Bottom 
(back-illuminated) photographs only show 
liquid-containing core.lg 

FIGURE 10-19 
Schematic of diesel fuel spray defining its major parameters.'' tographic techniques, back lighting and shadowgraph,? have been used to 

distinguish the liquid-containing core of the jet and the extent of the fuel vapor 
105.2 Overall Spray Structure region of the spray which surrounds the liquid core. The region of the jet closest 

to the nozzle (until injection ceases at 3.3 ms) contains liquid drops and liga- 
The fuel is introduced into the combustion chamber of a diesel engine t h o  ments; the major region of the spray is a substantial vapor cloud around this 
one or more nodes  or orifices with a large pressure differential between the narrow core which contains liquid fuel. 
supply line and the cylinder. Different designs of nozzle are used (e.& sin Different spray configurations are used in the different diesel combustion 
orifice, multiorifice, throttle, or pintle; see Fig. 1-18), depending on the need systems described earlier in this chapter. The simplest configuration involves 
the combustion system employed. Standard diesel injectors usually OPer multiple sprays injected into quiescent air in the largest-size diesels (Fig. 10-la). 
fuel-injection pressures between 200 and 1700 atm. At time of injection, t Figures 10-19 and 10-20 illustrate the essential features of each spray under these 
the cylinder has a pressure of 50 to 100 atm, temperature about 1 0  K, circumstances until interactions with the wall occur. Each liquid fuel jet atomizes 
density between 15 and 25 kg/m3. Nozzle diameters cover the range 0.2 into drops and ligaments at the exit from the nozzle orifice (or shortly thereafter). 
diameter, with length/diameter ratios from 2 to 8. Typical distillate di The spray entrains air, spreads out, and slows down as the mass flow in the spray 
properties are: relative specific gravity of 0.8, viscosity between 3 and 10 increases. The droplets on the outer edge of the spray evaporate first, creating a 
and surface tension about 3 x lo-' N/m (at 300 K). Figure 10-19 i h s t  fuel vapor-air mixture sheath around the liquid-containing core. The highest 
structure of a typical DI engine fuel spray. As the liquid jet leaves the velocities are on the jet axis. The equivalence ratio is highest on the centerline 
becomes turbulent and spreads out as it entrains and mixes with the surroun (and fuel-rich along most of the jet), decreasing to zero (unmixed air) at the spray 
air. The initial jet velocity is greater than 10' m/s. The outer surface of th boundary. Once the sprays have penetrated to the outer regions of the corn- 
breaks up into drops of order 10 pm diameter, close to the nozzle exit. The h bustion chamber, they interact with the chamber walls. The spray is then forced 
column leaving the nozzle disintegrates within the cylinder over a finite len to flow tangentially along the wall. Eventually the sprays from multihole nozzles 
called the breakup length into drops of different sizes. AS One moves away fr 
the nozzle, the mass of air within the spray increases, the spray diverges, its wi 
increases, and the velocity decreases. The fuel drops evaporate as this 
entrainment process proceeds. The tip of the spray penetrates further into t The back lighting identifies regions where sufficient liquid fuel (as ligaments or drops) is present to chamber as injection proceeds, but at a decreasing rate. Figure 10- attenuate the light. The shadowgraph technique responds to density gradients in the test section, so it 
shows photographs of a diesel fuel spray injected into quiescent air in identifies regions where fuel vapor exists. 
compression machine which simulates diesel conditions.lg Two different P 
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- 1 FlGURE 10-21 
Sketches of outer vapor boundary of diesel fuel spra 

-2 from 12 successive frames of rapidcompress 
machine high-speed shadowgraph movie sho 
interaction of vaporizing spray with cylindrical wai ~chlieren photographs of vaporizing sprays injected into swirling air flow in transparent prechamber 

-3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 combustion chamber. Injection pressure 60 M of special ID1 diesel." Left: high sensitivity, showing boundaries of the vapor regions of spray. Right: low sensitivity, showing liquid-containing core (dark) in relation to vapor regions (mottled). 

Radius, cm Time between frames 0.14 

prechamber with high clockwise swirl. The photograph on the left, with high 
interact with one another. Figure 10-21 shows diesel fuel sprays interacting wit sensitivity, shows the outer boundary of the fuel vapor region of the spray; the 
the cylindrical outer wall of a disc-shaped combustion chamber in a ra low-sensitivity photograph on the right locates the liquid phase regions of the 

machine, under typical diesel-injection conditions. The cylinde spray." The interaction between the swirl and both liquid and vapor spray 
causes the spray to split with about half flowing circumferentially in either regions is evident, as is the spray interaction with the chamber wall. 
tion. Adjacent sprays then interact forcing the flow radially inward tow Other spray flow patterns are used. The spray may enter the swirling air 
chamber axis." flow tangentially as in the M.A.N. "M" system shown in Fig. 10-lc. The spray 

Most of the other combustion systems in Figs. 10-1 and 10-2 use air swirl then interacts immediately with the combustion chamber walls. 
increase fuel-air mixing rates. A schematic of the spray pattern which resu TO couple the spray-development process with the ignition phase of the 
when a fuel jet is injected radially outward into a swirling flow is shown in Fi combustion, it is important to know which regions of the spray contain the fuel 
10-22. Because there is now relative motion in both radial and tangential injected at the beginning of the injection process. These regions of the sprays are 
tions between the initial jet and the air, the structure of the jet is more co likely to autoignite first. Each spray develops as follows. At the start of injection 
As the spray entrains air and slows down it becomes increasingly bent towar the liquid fuel enters the quiescent air charge, atomizes, moves outward from the 
swirl direction; for the .same injection conditions it will penetrate less with s nozzle, and slows down rapidly as air is entrained into the spray and accelerated. 
than without swirl. An important feature of the spray is the large This start-up process forms a vortex or "puff" at the head of the spray. The 
containing region downstream of the liquid-containing core. Figure 10-23 injected fuel which follows encounters less resistance; thus drops from that fuel 
sch1iere.n photographs of four fuel jets injected on the axis of an ID1 diesel en@ overtake the drops from first-injected fuel, forcing them outward toward the per- 

iphery of the spray. At the tip of the unsteady spray the drops meet the highest 

r Nozzle hole 
: Upstream edge 

Downsueam a g e  

aerodynamic resistance and slow down, but the spray continues to the 
air charge because droplets retarded at the tip are continually replaced by new 
higher-momentum later-injected drops.22 Accordingly, droplets in the periphery 
of the spray and behind the tip of the spray come from the earliest injected fuelz3 
As Figs. 10-20 and 10-23 indicate, these drops evaporate quickly. 

10.5.3 Atomization 
FIGURE 10-22 
Schematic of fuel spray injected radially 0 Under diesel engine injection conditions, the fuel jet usually forms a cone-shaped 
from the chamber axis into swirling air flow. spray at the nozzle exit. This type of behavior is classified as the atomization 
of equivalence ratio (9) distribution within le breakup regime, and it produces droplets with sizes very much less than the 
indicated. nozzle exit diameter. This behavior is different from other modes of liquid jet 
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breakup. At low jet velocity, in the Rayleigh regime, breakup is due to nun12 

unstable growth of surface waves caused by surface tension and results in dr 

I 
0 

larger than the jet diameter. As jet velocity is increased, forces due to the rela 
motion of the jet and the surrounding air augment the surface tension force, 0.5 

lead to drop sizes of the order of the jet diameter. This is called the first w 1 .o 
induced breakup regime. A further increase in jet velocity results in brea 1.5 
characterized by divergence of the jet spray after an intact or undisturbed len 2.0 
downstream of the nozzle. In this second wind-induced breakup regime, 
unstable growth of short-wavelength waves induced by the relative mo 
between the liquid and surrounding air produces droplets whose average size 
much less than the jet diameter. Further increases in jet velocity lead to break 
in the atomization regime, where the breakup of the outer surface of the 
occurs at, or before, the nozzle exit plane and results in droplets whose avera 
diameter is much smaller than the nozzle diameter. Aerodynamic interactions 
the liquidlgas interface appear to be one major component of the atomizatio 
mechanism in this regime.". 24 

A sequence of very short time exposure photographs of the emergence of 
liquid jet from a nozzle of 0.34 mm diameter and L Jd, = 4 into high-press 
nitrogen at ambient temperature is shown in Fig. 10-24. The figure shows 
the spray tip penetrates and the spray spreads during the early par 
travel.25 Data such as these were used to examine the dependence of the s 
development on gas and liquid density, liquid viscosity, and 
geometry.2"26 The effects of the most significant variables, gas~liquid 
ratio and nozzle geometry, on initial jet spreading angle are shown in Fig. 
For a given geometry (cylindrical hole and lengthldiameter = 4), the initial 
spreading or spray angle increases with increasing gaspiquid density ratio 
shown in Fig. 10-25a. Typical density ratios for diesel injection conditions 
between 15 x and 30 x Of several different nozzle geometry para 
eters examined, the lengthldiameter ratio proved to be the most signifiant (s FIGURE 1824 
Fig. 10-25b). Photographs showing initial emergence and steady state (bottom right) of high-pmsure liquid spray, 

For jets in the atomization regime, the spray angle 8 was found to f0ll0 ime between frames 2.1 ps. Liquid: water. Gas: nitrogen at 1380 kpa. A~ across node 11 M P ~ .  
the relationship o d e  diameter 0.34 mm.z5 

" (")"'$ tan - = - 411 
2 A Pl to atomization regime breakup (open symbols). The growth of aero- 

where p, and p, are gas and liquid densities and A is a constant for a given no surface waves is known to be responsible for jet breakup in the second 
geometry.? The data in Fig. 10-25a are fitted by A = 4.9. This behavior i ~ ~ ~ d - i n d u c e d  breakup regime. Such a mechanism can explain the observed data 
accord with the theory that aerodynamic interactions are largely responsible trends in the atomization regime, if an additional mechanism is invoked to 
jet breakup. Note that the data in Fig. 10-25b show a continuous trend as the nozzle geometry effects. One possible additional mechanism is liquid 
breakup regime makes a transition from second wind-induced breakup (so cavitation. A criterion for the onset of jet atomization at the nozzle exit plane was 

For (pJp,XReJWeJ2 > 1 (which is true for distillate fuel injection 
pplications) the design criterion is 

t An empirical equation for A is A = 3.0 + 0.28 (LJdJ, where L Jd, is the length/diameter ratio of 
nozzle.25 

(y2 c k (10.23) 

Steady state 
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cal constant depending on nozzle geometry in the range 6 to 

trends can be summarized as follows. The initial jet divergence 
ith increasing gas density. Divergence begins progressively 
e as gas density increases until it reaches the nozzle exit. Jet 

ence angles increase with decreasing fuel viscosity; divergence begins at the 
liquid viscosity is below a certain level. Nozzle design affects 

et atomization regime. Jet divergence angles decrease with 
ngth. For the same length, rounded inlet nozzles produce less 

arp-edged inlet nozzles. The initial jet divergence angle and 
re quasi steady with respect to changes in operating condi- 

n time scales longer than about 20 p.25 Note that while all 
these results were obtained under conditions where evaporation was not 
occurring, the initial spray-development processes are not significantly affected 
by evaporation (see Sec. 10.5.6). 

5 x id 
PI 10.5.4 Spray Penetration 

(4 The speed and extent to which the fuel spray penetrates across the combustion 

24 o Divergence at nozzle exit chamber has an important influence on air utilization and fuel-air mixing rates. - 
Intact before diverging In some engine designs, where the walls are hot and high air swirl is present, fuel - 0 Marginal impingement on the walls is desired. However, in multispray DI diesel com- 

bustion systems, overpenetration gives impingement of liquid fuel on cool sur- 20 - faces which, especially with little or no air swirl, lowers mixing rates and increases 
emissions of unburned and partially burned species. Yet underpenetration results 
in poor air utilization since the air on the periphery of the chamber does not then 
contact the fuel. Thus, the penetration of liquid fuel sprays under conditions 
typical of those found in diesel engines has been extensively studied. 

Many correlations based on experimental data and turbulent gas jet theory 
have been proposed for fuel spray penetration.17 These predict the penetration S 
of the fuel spray tip across the combustion chamber for injection into quiescent 
air, as occurs in larger DI engines, as a function of time. An evaluation of these 
 correlation^^^ indicated that the formula developed by Dent?* based on a gas jet 
mixing model for the spray, best predicts the data:? 

I I I I  

20 30 40 50 60 S = 3.07 (:)'I4 - (td n112(7)1'4 ) (10.24) 

3 x I@ 
PI where Ap is the pressure drop across the nozzle, t is time after the start of injec- 

(b) tion, and d, is the nozzle diameter. All quantities are expressed in SI units: t in 
FIGURE 10-25 

t For nozzles where 2 1; L Jd, 1; 4, and for t > 0.5 m s .  At exceptionally high chamber dens i t i e s  
(P > 100 atm) Eq. (10.24) overpredicts  penetration. 
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Spray tip penetration as function of time at various ambient pressures (pJ and injection pressures (P,,). 
Fuel jets injected into quiescent air at room temperature." 

seconds, S and d, in meters, Ap in pascals, p, in kilograms per cubic meter, and T, 
in kelvins. 

More detailed studies have examined the spray tip location as a function of 
time, following start of a diesel injection process in high-pressure bombs. Data 
taken by Hiroyasu et al.,19 shown in Fig. 10-26, illustrate the sensitivity of the 
spray tip position as a function of time to ambient gas state and injection pres- FIGURE 10-27 
sure for fuel jets injected into quiescent air at room temperature. These data show (a) Measured outer boundary of sprays injected into swirling air flow. (b) Spray tip penetration as a 
that the initial spray tip penetration increases linearly with time t (i e the spray function of time for different swirl rates. Solid lines show Eq. (10.27).29 
tip velocity is constant) and, following jet breakup, then increase as 4. Injection 
pressure has a more significant effect on the initial motion before breakup; 
ambient gas density has its major impact on the motion after breakup. Hiroyasu diameter (meters), and t is time (seconds). The results of Reitz and Bracco25 indi- 
et al. correlated their data for spray tip penetration S(m) versus time as cate that the breakup or intact length depends on nozzle geometry details in 

2Ap 112t addition to the diameter (see Fig. 10-25b). Note that under high injection pres- 
t < tbreak: S = 0.39(--) sures and nozzle geometries with short lengthldiameter ratios, the intact or 

breakup length becomes very short; breakup can occur at the noale exit plane. 

S = 2.95e)Ip(dn t)'~' The effect of combustion air swirl on spray penetration is shown in Fig. 
t > tbreak: 10-27. Figure 10-27a shows how the spray shape and location changes as swirl is 

increased; Fig. 10-27b shows how spray tip penetration varies with time and swirl 
where rate-29 These authors related their data on spray tip penetration with swirl, s,, 

2%~ dn through a correlation factor to the equivalent penetration, S, without swirl given 
tbreak = Ap)'I2 

and Ap is the pressure drop across the nozzle (pascals), p, and p, are the liquid 
and gas densities, respectively (in kilograms per cubic meter), dn is the nozzle (10.27) 

a 4600 
v 7500 

I I I I 
0.5 1 .O 1.5 2.0 

T i e ,  ms 
(b) 
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where R, is the swirl ratio which equals the swirl rate in revolutions per mi 
divided by the engine speed N (revolutions per minute), and vj  is the initial 
jet velocity (meters per second). The curves in Fig. 10-27b correspond to 
(10.27). Swirl both reduces the penetration of the spray and spreads out the s 
more rapidly. 

10.55 Droplet Size Distribution 

combustion chamber is important, atomization of the liquid fuel into 
number of small drops is also necessary to create a large surface area 
which liquid fuel can evaporate. Here we review how the drop size distribu 
the fuel spray depends on injection parameters and the 
Since the measurement of droplet characteristics in an opera 

Droplet diameter Dd, pm 

perature. Droplet size distribution in diesel fuel spray injected through throttling pintle nozzle into quiescent 
During the injection period, the injection conditions such as inje room-temperature air at 11 atrn. Nozzle opening pressure 9.9 MPa. Pump speed 500 revlmin. Drop 

sure, nozzle orifice area, and injection rate may vary. Consequently, lets are sampled well downstream of injector at given radial distances from spray axis.32 

size distribution at a given location in the spray may also chan 
during the injection period. In addition, since the details of the which will change the droplet size distribution and mean diameter. The down- 
process are different in the spray core and at the spray edge, and the trajecto stream drop size in the solid-cone sprays used in diesel-injection systems is mark- 
of individual drops depend on their size, initial velocity, and location within edly influenced by both drop coalescence and breakup. Eventually a balance is 
spray, the drop size distribution will vary with position within the s reached as coalescence decreases (due to the expansion of the spray) and breakup 
of these variations has yet been adequately quantified. ceases (due to the reduced relative velocity between the drops and the entrained 

The aerodynamic theory of jet breakup in the atomization regime s 
marized in Sec. 10.5.3 (which is based on work by G. I. Taylor) leads to Measurements of droplet size distributions within a simulated diesel spray 
prediction that the initial average drop diameter Dd is proportional indicate how size varies with location. Figure 10-28 shows the variation in drop 
of the most unstable surface waves:?' size distribution with radial distance from the spray axis, at a fixed axial location. 

211.1s The drop sizes were measured with a liquid immersion technique where a sample 
dd = C 7 A* of drops is collected in a small cell filled with an immiscible liquid. Size distribu- Pg 0, tions can be expressed in terms of: 

where u is the liquid-fuel surface tension, pg is the gas den 
velocity between the liquid and gas (taken as the mean injection ve 1. The incremental number of drops An within the size range Dd - AD62 < 
a constant of order unity, and A* is the dimensionless wavelength Dd < Dd + ADJ2 
growing wave. A* is a function of the dimensionless number @Jpg)(Rej/W 2. The incremental volume AV of drops in this size range 
where the jet Reynolds and Weber numbers are given by Re, = pl vidJyl 3. The cumulative number of drops n less than a given size Dd 
Wel = plv: d j u  and d, is the nozzle orifice diameter. A* goes to 312 as 
number increases above unity. Near the edge of the spray close to the nozzle, 4 The cumulative volume V of drops less than a given size Dd 
equation predicts observed drop size trends with respect to injection velocity, 
properties, nozzle Lid, and nozzle diameter, though measured mean drop s Since the drops are spherical: 
are larger by factors of 2 to 3.30 However, within the dense early region of dn 6 dV 
spray, secondary atomization phenomena-coalescence and breakup-oc dDd - nD; dDd 
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FIGURE 10-29 
Normalized drogsize cumulative frequency distribution in spray injected into ambient-temperat 
air for air pressures from 0.1 to 5 MPa. Throttling pintle nozzle with nozzle opening pressure 
9.9 MPa. Median drop diameter Dm = 1.2240, .32 

empirical expression for the Sauter mean diameter DsM (in micrometers) for 
The distributions shown in the figure are frequency distributions of drop ical diesel fuel properties given by Hiroyasu and K a d ~ t a ~ ~  is 
volume.32 The peak in the distribution shifts to larger drop diameters as the D~~ = A(&)-o.I~s 0.121~0.131 Pa f (10.32) 
radial position decreases: on average, the drops are smaller at the periphery of 
the spray. where Ap is the mean pressure drop across the nozzle in megapascals, pa is the air 

To characterize the spray, expressions for drop size distribution an density in kilograms per cubic meter, and V, is the amount of fuel delivered per 
diameter are desirable. An appropriate and commonly used mean diameter is cycle per cylinder in cubic millimeters per stroke. A is a constant which equals 
Sauter mean diameter: 25.1 for pintle nozzles, 23.9 for hole nozzles, and 22.4 for throttling pintle nozzles. 

Other expressions for predicting D, can be found in Ref. 17. 

DSM = (5 D: dn)/ (5 D: dn) 
The effects of injection pressure, nozzle geometry and size, air conditions, 

and fuel properties on Sauter mean diameter in sprays obtained with diesel fuel- 
injection nozzles have been extensively studied. Various immersion, photo- 

where dn is the number of drops with diameter D, in the range D, - dDJ2 < graphic, and optical techniques for making such measurements have been used.'' 
D, < D, + dD J2. The integration is usually carried out by summing Some of the major effects are illustrated in Figs. 10-30 and 10-31 which show 
appropriate number of drop size groups. The Sauter mean diameter is t 
eter of the droplet that has the same surface/volume ratio as that of 

v = 0.7 - 1.4 X m21s spray. 
Various expressions for the distribution of drop sizes in liquid sprays hav 

been proposed. One proposed by Hiroyasu and K a d ~ t a ~ ~  based on the chi- 
square statistical distribution fits the available experimental data. Figure 10-29 
shows how the chi-square distribution with a degree of freedom equal to 8 fits 
well to experimental measurements of the type shown in Fig. 10-28. Here Dm is 
the median drop diameter which for this chi-square curve is 1.224Ds,. The non- 
dimensional expression for drop size distribution in sprays injected through hole 
nodes, pintle nozzles, and throttling pintle nozzles given by the chi-square dis- Injection pressure, MW Injection pressure, MPa 
tribution is (b) 

Effect of (a) liquid viscosity v and (b) liquid surface tension u on Sauter mean drop diameter as a 
function of injection pressure. Air conditions: 3 MPa and ambient temperature." 





Temperature -7 1 FIGURE 10-33 
Schematic of variation of mass, diameter, t 
perature, evaporation rate, heat-transfer rat 

liquid air, and heat-transfer rate to liquid dro 
function of time during evaporation 
individual drop in diesel environment 

Time of injection. 

As the droplet temperature increases due to heat transfer, the fuel vapor press 
increases and the evaporation rate increases. As the mass transfer rate of va 
away from the drop increases, so the fraction of the heat transferred to the dr 
surface which is available to increase further the drop temperature decreases. 
the drop velocity decreases, the convective heat-transfer coefficient between 
air and the drop decreases. The combination of these factors gives the beha 
shown in Fig. 10-33 where drop mass, temperature, velocity, vaporization rate 

con&ntration in the air within the spray. As fuel vaporizes, the local air tem- 
perature will decrease and the local fuel vapor pressure will increase. Eventually - 
thermodynamic equilibrium would pertain: this is usually called adiabatic satura- 

thiH equilibrium situation may not be reached within the spray, these results ar 
useful for understanding the temperature distribution within an evaporatin 
spray. 

To quantify accurately the fuel vaporization rate within a diesel fuel spra 
requires the solution of the coupled conservation equations for the liquid drop 
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injection is usually taken as the time when the injector needle lifts off its s rature and pressure, as well as the physical processes described above which 
(determined by a needle-lift indicator). The start of com vern the distribution of fuel throughout the air charge. 
to determine precisely. It is best identified from the change i Since the ignition characteristics of the fuel affect the ignition delay, this 
release rate, determined from cylinder pressure data us fuel is very important in determining diesel engine operating char- 
described in Sec. 10.4, which occurs at ignition. Depending tics such as fuel conversion efficiency, smoothness of operation, misfire, 
the combustion process, the pressure data alone may ind emissions, noise, and ease of starting. The ignition quality of a fuel is 
change due to combustion first occurs; in DI engines und cetane number. Cetane number is determined by comparing the 
ignition is well defined, but in ID1 engines the ignition point is harder to identi of the fuel with that of primary reference fuel mixtures in a stan- 
Flame luminosity detectors are also used to determine the first appearance oft  e test (see below). For low cetane fuels with too long an ignition 
flame. Experience has shown that under normal conditions, the point of appe st of the fuel is injected before ignition occurs, which results in very 

ante of the flame is later than ing rates once combustion starts with high rates of pressure rise and 
uncertainty or error in determining the ignition po ressures. Under extreme conditions, when autoignition of most of the 

Both physical and chemical processes must take pla injected fuel occurs, this produces an audible knocking sound, often referred to as 
fraction of the chemical energy of the injected liquid fuel is released. "diesel knock." For fuels with very low cetane numbers, with an exceptionally 
processes are: the atomization of the liquid fuel jet; the vaporizati long delay, ignition may occur sufficiently late in the expansion process for the 
droplets; the mixing of fuel vapor with air. The chemical processes are the burning process to be quenched, resulting in incomplete combustion, reduced 
combustion reactions of the fuel, air, residual gas mixture which le power output, and poor fuel conversion efficiency. For higher cetane number 
tion. These processes are affected by engine design and operating variables, an fuels, with shorter ignition delays, ignition occurs before most of the fuel is 
fuel characteristics, as follows. injected. The rates of heat release and pressure rise are then controlled primarily 

Good atomization requires high fuel-injection pressure, small injector ho by the rate of injection and fuel-air mixing, and smoother engine operation 

diameter, optimum fuel viscosity, and high cylinder air pressure at the time 
injection (see Sec. 10.5.3). The rate of vaporization of the fuel droplets depends 
the size of the droplets, their distribution, and their velocity, the pressure a 10.6.2 Fuel Ignition Quality 
temperature inside the chamber, and the volatility of the fuel. The 
mixing is controlled largely by injector and combustion chamber design. So The ignition quality of a diesel fuel is defined by its cetane number. The method 
combustion chamber and piston head shapes are designed to amplify swirl used to determine the ignition quality in terms of cetane number is analogous to 
create turbulence in the air charge during compression. Some engine designs that used for determining the antiknock quality of gasoline in terms of octane 
a prechamber or swirl chamber to create the vigorous air motion necessary tane number scale is defined by blends of two pure hydrocarbon 
rapid fuel-air mixing (see Sec. 10.2). Also, injector design featu 1s. Cetane (n-hexadecane, C,,H,.,), a hydrocarbon with high ignition 
number and spatial arrangement of the injector holes determine the fuel ity, represents the top of the scale with a cetane number of 100. An isocetane, 
pattern. The details of each nozzle hole affect the spray c ameth~lnonane (HMN), which has a very low ignition quality, represents the 
tion of the spray depends on the size of the fuel droplets, the i e scale with a cetane number of 15.1 Thus, cetane number (CN) is 
the air density, and the air-flow characteristics. The arrangement of the 
the spray cone angle, the extent of spray penetration, and the air flow all CN = percent n-cetane + 0.15 x percent HMN 
the rate of air entrainment into the spray. These physical aspects of fuel-inj (10.33) 

and fuel-spray behavior are reviewed in Sec. 10.5. The engine used in cetane number determination is a standardized single- 
The chemical component of the ignition delay is co cylinder, variable compression ratio engine with special loading and accessory 

bustion reactions of the fuel. A equipment and instrumentation. The engine, the operating conditions, and the 
ne0u.q hydrocarbon oxidation i test procedure are specified by ASTM Method D613.37 The operating require- 
Since the diesel engine combustion process is heterogeneou ments include: engine speed-900 revlmin; coolant temperature--100•‹C; intake 
ignition process is even more complex. Though ignition occurs in air temperatured5.6"C (150•‹F); injection timing-13" BTC; injection 
regions, oxidation reactions can proceed in the liquid phase as well 
fuel molecules and the oxygen dissolved in the fuel droplets 
large hydrocarbon molecules to smaller molecules is occurri In the onma1 ~rocedure a-methylnapthalene (C,,H,,) wrth a mane number of zero represented 
processes depend on the composition of the fuel and the cylinder charge te scale. Heptamethylnonane, a more stable compound, has replaced it. 
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pressure--10.3 MPa (1500 lb/in2). With the engine operating under these con 
tions, on the fuel whose cetane number is to be determined, the compression ra 
is varied until combustion starts at TC: i.e., an ignition delay 3 

(2.4 ms at 900 rev/min) is produced. The above procedure is then repeated 
I 
7 

reference fuel blends. Each time a reference fuel is tried, the compression r I 

adjusted to give the same 13" ignition delay. When the c - 
required by the actual fuel is bracketed by the values required 
blends differing by less than five cetane numbers, the cetane number of the fue 
determined by interpolation between the compression ratios required by the t 
reference blends. 

Because of the expense of the cetane number test, many correlations 
- 

predict ignition quality based on the physical properties of diesel fuels have 
developed.38. 39 A calculated cetane index (CCI) is often used to estimate i 

Light oil 

quality of diesel fuels (ASTM D97640). It  is based on API gravity and the 
boiling point (temperature 50 percent evaporated). It is applicable to straight- 0.3 I I I I I I I  102 1 I I I I 

fuels, catalytically cracked stocks, and blends of the two. Its use is suitable 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 x 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 x 
most diesel fuels and gives numbers that correspond quite closely to cet K - ~  Temperature ' 
number. A diesel index is also used. It is based on the fact that ignition (b) 
linked to hydrocarbon composition: n-paraffins have high ignition quality 
aromatic and napthenic compounds have low ignition quality. The aniline (a) ~gnition delay as function of reciprocal air temperature for light oil spray injected into constant- 
(ASTM D61 14'-the lowest temperature at which equal volumes of t volume combustion bomb. Injection pressure 9.8 MPa (100 atrn). Air pressures (b) Igni- 
aniline become just miscible) is used, together with the API gravity, to give th tion delay x @ressure)' measured in steady-flow reactor for No. 2 diesel fuel as function of reciprocal 

temperature. Fuelfair equivalence ratio 4 varied from 0.3 to 
diesel index : 

Diesel index = aniline point ("F) x tion into constant-temperature and pressure environments have shown that the 

The diesel index depends on the fact that aromatic hydrocarbons mix temperature and pressure of the air are the most important variables for a given 
with aniline at comparatively low temperatures, whereas paraffins require fuel composition. Ignition delay data from these experiments have usually been 

correlated by equations of the form: 
siderably higher temperatures before they are completely miscible. Simil 
high API gravity denotes low specific gravity and high paraffinicity, and, 
good ignition quality. The diesel index usually gives values slight1 (10.35) 
cetane number. It provides a reasonable indication of ignition qu 
(but not all) cases. where rid is the ignition delay (the time between the start of injection and the 

start of detectable heat release), EA is an apparent activation energy for the fuel 
autoignition Process, fi is the universal gas constant, and A and n are constants 

10.63 Au toignition Fundamentals dependent on the fuel (and, to some extent, the injection and air-flow 

Basic studies in constant-volume bombs, in steady-flow reactors, and in ra 
compression machines have been used to study the autoignition characteristic 

Figure 10-35~ shows ignition delay data obtained by injecting liquid fuel 

fuel-air mixtures under controlled conditions. In some of these studies the 
sprays into a high-pressure heated constant-volume bomb.42 Figure 10-35b 

and air were premixed; in some, fuel injection was used. Studies shows ignition delay data from a steady-flow high-pressure reactor where vapor- 
ized fuel was mixed rapidly with the heated air ~trearn.4~ The match between the 
form of Eq. (10.35) and the data is clear. Figure 10-391 also shows an equivalence 
ratio dependence of the ignition delay. Representative values for A, n, and E, for 

t API gavity is based on specific gravity and is calculated from: API gravity, deg = (141.5fs Eq. (10.35), taken from these and other studies, are given in Table 10.3. Ignition 
gravity at 60•‹F) - 131.5. delay times calculated with these formulas for various diesel engines are given in 

No. 

0 d = 0.: 
A qi = 0.: 
0 4 = 0.' 
0 + = I . (  

. 2 diesel 
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TABLE 105 
Effects of engine design and operating variables on beat- 6. Estimate the following quantities for a typical direct-injection diesel fuel spray. The 

injection pressure is 500 atm; the cylinder pressure during injection is 50 atm. 
release rates (a) Assuming that the flow through the nozzle orifice is incompressible and quasi 

Effect 00 
steady, estimate the liquid fuel velocity at the orifice exit. At this velocity, how 
long would the fuel take to reach the cylinder wall? The bore is 125 mm. 

Referem Parameter varied .r, Q C2- (b) Each nozzle orifice diameter d,  is 0.34 mm and LJd, = 4. Determine the spray 
angle and plot spray tip penetration versus time. 

5, 64 Injection rate f  * t T t  (c) Use Eq. (10.32) to estimate the initial average drop size assuming that the injec- 
65 Turbocharger boost f  1 * 1 *  

T ' t *  
tion process in (a) above continues for 1 millisecond and the injector nozzle has 

66 Compression ratio 1  four orifices. 
66 Number of injector holes f  * t f  f 
67,68 Injection advance t  t * f *  0.7. Diesel fuel is injected as a liquid at room temperature into air at 50 atm and 800 K, 
67,68 Swirl f  * ? I t  close to TC at the end of compression. If the overall equivalence ratio is 0.7, esti- 
67 Intake-air temperature 1  f  * t * mate the reduction in average air temperature which would occur when the fuel is 
68,69 Injection pressure f  * f f f  fully vaporized and uniformly mixed. Assume such mixing takes place at constant 
11,69 speed 7 * t f t  volume prior to any combustion. 

r,, ignition delay; h,,, = (dmldt),, fuel-air mixing rate; 0, = ( d ~ l d t ) , ,  heat-release 0.8. Using Eq. (10.37) estimate the ignition delay in milliseconds and crank angle 
rate during premixed-combustion phase; Q, = ( d ~ l d t ) , ,  heat-release rate during degrees for these operating conditions in Table 10.4: low swirl ID1 diesel 600 and 
mix ing -~~ntr~uedoomb~~t i~n  phase. T increase; 1 dtnrase; * minor effect. 1800 revjmin; high swirl ID1 diesel 1800 revjmin; DI diesel low and high compres- 
Source: From Plee and Ahmad.u sion ratio. The fuel cetane number is 45; stroke = 0.1 m. Discuss whether the pre- 

dicted trends with speed, swirl, and compression ratio are consistent with Sec. 

PROBLEMS 
0.9. The compression ratio of truck diesel engines must be set at about 18 so that the 

10.1. Describe the sequence of processes which must occur before the liquid fuel in the engine will start when cold. Using Eqs. (10.37) to (10.39) develop a graph of r,, (in 
injection system in a direct-injection compression-ignition engine is fully burned. degrees) as a function of compression ratio for r, = 12 to 20. Assume p, = 1 atm, 

10.2. Small high-swirl direct-injection CI engines have fuel conversion efficiencies which '1; = 255 K, n = 1.13, speed = 100 rev/min, bore = stroke = 120 mm, fuel cetane 
are about 10 percent higher than values typical of equivalent indirect-injection number = 45. If the ignition delay must be less than 20" CA for satisfactory start- 
engines. (ID1 engines are used because they achieve higher bmep.) What ing, what compression ratio is required? 
combustion-system-related differences contribute to this higher efficiency? 0.10. Equation (10.40) predicts the fraction of the fuel injected into a direct-injection 

103. In a diesel engine, because the fuel distribution is nonuniform the burned gas tem- diesel engine which bums in the premixed phase. Plot as a function oft, for 
perature is nonuniform. Consider small fuel-air mixture elements initially at 1000 K 6 = 0.4. Show that for turbocharged DI diesel engines where T,, is 0.4 to 1 ms, the 
and 6.5 MPa at top-center with a range of equivalence ratios. Each element burns premixed combustion phase is much less important than it normally is for naturally 
at essentially constant pressure. Calculate (using the charts in Chap. 4, or an appro- aspirated engines where z,, is between 0.7 and 3 ms. 
priate chemical equilibrium thermodynamic computer code) the burned gas tem- 
perature for mixture equivalence ratios of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2. Assume the fuel is 
isooctane. . Alcock, J. F., and Scott, W. M.: "Some More Light on Diesel Combustion," Proc. Auto. Div., 

10.4. The levels of combustible species in the exhaust of a direct-injection diesel engine Imtn Mech. Engrs, No. 5, pp. 179-191,1962-1963. 
are: HC, 0.8 O W .  h; CO, 3 g/kW. h; particulates, 0.7 g/kW - h. If the specific fuel . Scott, W. M.: "Understanding Diesel Combustion through the Use of High Speed Moving Pic- 
consumption is 210 g/kW. h calculate the combustion efficiency. tures in Color," SAE paper 690002, SAE Trans., vol. 78,1969. . Neitz, A., and D'Monso, N.: "The M.A.N. Combustion System with Controlled Direct Injection 

105. Consider the naturally aspirated direct-injection diesel engine in Fig. 1-23 operating for Passenger Car Diesel Engines," SAE paper 810479,1979. 
at 2300 rev/min and an equivalence ratio of 0.7. Estimate the following: 4. Ogasawara, M., Tokunaga, Y., Horio, K, Uryu, M., and Hirofumi, N.: "Photographic Study on 
(a) Mass of air in each cylinder per cycle, mass, and volume (as liquid) of diesel fuel the Intermittent Spray Combustion by a Rapid Compression Machinew (in Japanese), Interno1 

injected per cylinder per cycle. Combustion Engine, vol. 15, 1976. 
(b) Estimate the average drop size [e.g., use Eq. (10.32)]. The cylinder Pressure a 5. Austen, A. E. W., and Lyn, W.-T.: "Relation between Fuel Injection and H a t  Release in a 

time of injection (close to TC) is 50 atm; the fuel injection pressure is 500 am. Direct-~njection Engine and the Nature of the Combustion Processes," Proc. Imtn Mech. Engrs, 
(c) Assuming all fuel droplets are the same size as the average drop, how m No. 1, pp. 4762,1960-1961. 

drops are produced per injection? If these drops are uniformly distribut 6. Lyn, W.-T.: "Study of Burning Rate and Nature of Combustion in Diesel Engines," in Pro- 

throughout the air charge at TC, what is the approximate distance betwee 
ceedings of Ninth international Symposium on Combustion, pp. 1069-1082, The Combustion Insti- 

drops? (Neither of these assumptions is correct; however, the calculations ill 7. Cheng, W., and Gentry, R.: "Effects on Charge Non-Uniformity on Diesel Heat Release 
trate the difficulty of the fuel-air mixing process.) Analysis," SAE paper 861568,1986. 
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8. Gatowski, J. A., Balles, E. N., Chun, K. M., Nelson, F. E., Ekchian, J. A., and Heywood Bornan, G. L., and Johnson, J. H.: "Unsteady Vaporization Histories and Trajectories of Fuel 
"Heat Release Analysis of Engine Pressure Data," SAE paper 841359, SAE Trans., vol. 93 Drops Injected into Swirling Air," in Burning a Wide Range of Fuels in Diesel Engines, SAE 

9. Krieger, R. B., and Borman, G. L.: "The Computation of Apparent Heat Release for Progress in Technology, vol. 11, pp. 13-29, SAE, 1967; also SAE paper 598C, 1962. 
Combustion Engines," ASME paper 66-WA/DGP-4, in Proc. Diesel Gas Power, ASME, 1 Kamimoto, T., and Matsuoka, S.: "Prediction of Spray Evaporation in Reciprocating Engines," 

10. Watson, N., and Kamel, M.: "Thermodynamic Efficiency Evaluation of an Indirect SAE paper 770413, SAE Trans., vol. 86,1977. 
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